High performance. Delivered.

Accenture Cloud Platform
One thing is clear: the cloud works. It increases agility and drives huge savings in time and costs for startups and multi-nationals alike. But it also creates a range of new challenges: multiple cloud vendors, consumption and cost management, not to mention security and compliance.

That’s why we’ve engineered our Cloud Management Platform.

Accenture Cloud Platform, ACP, integrates all the automated tools and managed services you need to oversee your entire cloud estate in one place, and securely speeds up your journey to cloud.

With our deep cloud expertise, we can help you navigate the evolution and mix of a growing number of platform and solution providers, providing intelligent analytics and data for performance optimization of all resources and to deliver solutions with real business value.

ACP’s responsive steering helps bridge from the old IT world into the new as-a-service world. You get agility and freedom to pick and choose what to move to the cloud today and what to keep on site. ACP is also vendor-neutral, seamlessly integrating with a broad range of global private and public clouds.

Built-in consumption controls and real-time cost analytics gauge your performance and provide data to guide smart decisions, helping you plan and manage costs, and anticipate problems before they occur.

See the road ahead with rich metadata that enables reporting and auditing, driving a variety of best practices through automated policy execution.

And powerful accelerators are the standardized blueprints, provisioning and automated tools that configure, deploy and manage your resources across multiple clouds.

And our cloud management services streamline system monitoring, patching, antivirus/antimalware enforcement, backups and remediation to better secure your critical systems.

Accelerate your journey to cloud... with Accenture Cloud Platform.